The Lenny Zakim Fund bridges gaps between need and resources in communities; between donors and individuals striving to make better lives; between complementary organizations otherwise unknownst to each other; and between you and your ability to create positive impact in your neighboring communities at risk.

We are deeply grateful to the following donors for making this important work possible.

THANK YOU.

Leonard P. Zakim Bunker Hill Bridge
$50,000 & Over
Anonymous
Bari Foundation
The Hyams Foundation
The Klarman Family Foundation
Krupp Family Foundation

Cantilever Bridge
$49,999 - $25,000
Cummings Foundation, Inc.
The Fish Family Foundation
Josephine and Louise Crane Foundation
Suzi Katz & Jonathan Katz
Caren Keller & David Boonshoft

Bowstring Bridge
$24,999 - $10,000
Anonymous
The Arbeida Insurance Foundation
David Arnold & Ann Mortiz
Empire Loan
The Frieze Family Foundation
Jamie Golden

Income Research + Management
Mark and Susan Ivings
John and Sonia Lingos Family Foundation
The Estate of Charlotte Katz
The Krupp Foundation and
Douglas and Judith Krupp
Tim Mackey & Carol Lee Rawn
Mr. Owl Foundation
The Prospect Fund
Santander Bank N.A.
Stephen and Jane Williamson

Cable Bridge
$9,999 - $5,000
Jennifer and Eric Aranson
The Boston Foundation
Eastern Bank Charitable Foundation
Michael and Manisha Eckton
Lisa Gordon & John Treadway
Timothy Harder
Ellen and Kalman Heller
Glenn and Susan Rothman
Rob Sherman & Joan Lenington
Ellie Stair
Amy Shulman Weinberg &
Robert Weinberg
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Daniel Caine & Claire Socolovsky Caine
Martha and Larry Casazza
Terri and Alan Chebot
George Cohen & Yolanda Davila Cohen
Kizzmekia Corbett & Lumas Helaire
Lilee Dethcan & Jason Beltran
Janice Ditchek & Glenn Rosenbloom
The Edgerly Family Foundation,
Paul and Sandy Edgerley
Facebook Payments Inc.
Debra Fox
Betty Francisco
Deborah Frieze
Henry and Marilynn Taub Foundation,
Marilynn Taub
Felicia Heywood
Sandy and Roz Hollander
Johnson O’Connor Feron & Carucci LLP
Dennis and Carol Kanin
Carol Knox & Phillippe Paul
Lori and Eric Lander
Celeste and David Lee
Pearl Matterson
William McPherson
Scot Miller
Novack Family Foundation,
Ken and Marianne Novack
Dian Quinn
Bob and Gabriela Romanow
Steven Shulman & Debra S. Yanofsky
Jill Snider
David Stein & Elizabeth March
Larry Stiller and Mary McFadden
Loren Van Allen
Aprylie and Eric Wallace

Arch Bridge
$4,999 - $2,500
Risa and Steven Aronson
Brian and Mary Carty
Elizabeth De Lima & Bobby Alter
Kourtney Dillon
Beth Dill & Eric Enge
Kourtney Dillon
Empire Loan Charitable Foundation
Goldberg Family Multigenerational
Joseph and Clara Rodia
Joseph Savage
Katherine Straus, Luminous
Web Foundation
Mark and Ellie Winthrop
Joyce Zakim & Peter Greenspan

Double Decker Bridge
$2,499 - $1,000
Anonymous
Joan and Steve Belkin
Judy and Glenn Bell
Susan and Edward Benford
King Boston
2022 LENNY ZAKIM FUND DONORS

Double Decker Bridge $2,499 - $1,000 (continued)
William and Ruth Weinstein
Betsy Woolf & Clifford Wolf
Deena Zakim & Jesse Chebot
Josh and Grace Zakim
Edward and Judi Zuker

Covered Bridge $999 - $500
Bob and Helen Alkon
Phillip and Cathy Angellis
Mark and Margaret Batten
Diane and Fred Berk
Sandra Bromfield
Michelle Caldeira
Henry and Mary Chidgey
Dayl Cohen
Jim Dittmar & Deborah Kay
Steven and Linda Gelda
Peter Gelhaar
Gill Fishman Design
Julia Gittleman & Tom Mendelsohn
Larry Green
Steve and Barbara Grossman

John Hancock, Marathon Non-Profit Program
Richard Kaitz
Sharon Kaitz & Jonathan Wilson
Paul Karger
Jennifer Mussa Kelly & Matthew Kelly
Lisa Kessler
Richard Lapchick & Ann Pasnak
Michelle Lefkowitz
Josh and Jessica Lutzker
Marjorie and Gordon Bloom, The Marjorie W. Bloom Trust
Lilly Marcelin
Claudia Martinez
Robert and Leslie Ogan
David Owen
Allison Picott & Michael Goldstein
Joshua Pinillos
Maureen and John Pistorio
Alison Roche
Jon and Margaret Saphier
James and Pamela Schwartz
William and Ruth Shelley
Mark and Majji Sokol
Ellen Teigelers
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Mary Vardaro
Herbert and Andrea Wheeler
Robert White
Thomas and Lisa Zappala

Stone Bridge
$499 - $250
Miki Akimoto
Jerry Alderman
Lorie Anderson
Kathleen and Bruce Barnett
Jay Blitzman & Sandra Jaffe
Lori Britton
Nancy Buck & Jim Sebenius
Mark Burak
Joe Cerbone
Marie Cohen
Rich and Deby Cole
Brian DeAngelis
Travis Daddo
Jaime Dillon, Life Connection Center
Frank and Nancy Dimella
Toni Elka
Bob and Iris Fanger
Chad Freitas
Kelly Galvin
Joseph Giso

Mitchell A. and Barbara S. Glazier
Carol Goss
Les Greenberg
Kristin Gruberg
Angel Harris
Christian Hassold & Sandra Jordan
Mei Hung
Sol and Jackie Israel
Peter and Maddy Jacobson
Beth Kane
Enildo Loyo
Charlene Luma
Susan McCoy
Doreen Murray
Rory Neuner
Joel Pilton
Marion and David Pollock
Jacqueline Porro
Bill Poznok & Jane D. Adolph
Kurt and Arlene Pressman
Kenneth Preuss
James Rapoport & Susan Carty Rapoport
Jeffrey Rogers
Sandra and Allan Ropper
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Stone Bridge  
$499 - $250 (continued)
- Glenn Rothfield & Margaret Ann McKinnies
- Elizabeth Saltonstall
- Beth Segers
- Deborah Seidel
- Keri and Jacqi Siciliano
- Charlayne Muirell-Smith & Kenneth Smith
- Jordan Smith
- James and Susan Snider
- Tom and Anne Snyder
- Paul Summargrad & Randy Glassman
- Elizabeth and Keith Wexelblatt
- Bill and Joan Whitney

Foot Bridge  
$249 - $100
- Anonymous
- Oliver Alderman
- Alkon & Levine, P.C.
- Chandra Archambault
- Austin Athanas
- Carl Axelrod
- Cynthia Babka
- The Bajors Family
- Alice and Michael Baker
- Mari and Joel Barrera
- Susan Barry
- Jim and Clara Batchelor
- Suzanne Beaubien
- Benjamin B. & Natalie O. Levin Foundation, Jerry Levin
- Leonard Bernstein
- Karen and David Binder
- Derek Bird
- Max Borg
- Meghan Bordieri
- Eric and Sandy Brenman
- Mark and Andrea Brodin
- Paige Brooks
- Arlene and Kristen Brown
- Pauline Ho Bynum
- Katie Campbell
- Tommy Campbell
- Clai and Pam Carlson
- Roger Cassin
- Julie Catalano
- Martin and Judy Chains
- Brandon Cipolla
Foot Bridge
$249 - $100 (continued)

Brendon Clark
Allan and Kathleen Cohen
James Collett
Janet Collett
Lincy Collett
Paul Cooperstein
Joseph Curto
Jeanne Cutrona
Alissa D'Angelo
Kevin Dadoly
Taylor Dadoly
Allen and Carole Davis
Kenneth and Marie Dillon
Ed and Sheila Doctoroff
Sheridan and Eric Doremus
Michael and Kitsy Dukakis
Marvin and Marilyn Eichner
Peter and Maria Eliopoulos
Betsy Elsworth
Nancy Falchuk
Kelly Fantegrossi
Betsy Feldman
Laura Flynn
Deborah Frank
Dave Freeman
Frank Friedman & Sarah Kianovsky
Howard and Jacquelyn Furman
Give Lively Foundation, Inc.
Emma Gordon
Mark and Janet Gottesman
Abbe and Sally Greenberg
Nicole Hammond

Peter Harteveld
Helena Hartnett
Mark and Marilyn Hausamman
Sue Heilman & Walter Silver
Jessica Hennessey
Laura Henry
The Hers Family
Alan Herman
Neil Hodes & Beth Nelman
Jake Hume
Thomas Hunt
David and Penny Hurwitz
Michael Jacobs & Irene Sege
Carla and Barry Jentz
Amy Judka
Kemal Kadic
Janet Kahan & Stan Shulamn
Mitzi Kaitz
Donna and Marty Kalikow
Tamsin Kaplan
Olivia Kane
Michael Kane
Sherry Katz & Mark Farber
Patricia Keegan
Anthony Komaroff & Lydia Villa Komaroff
David Krieger & Susan Musinsky
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Foot Bridge
$249 - $100 (continued)

Paul Laferriere
Billie Lampinen
Jaclyn Larrasa
Josh Lang
Gene and Katherine Lee
Clement Lisitski
Yahaira Lopez
Tim Maglio
Donald and Candice Malkin
Dan Matthews & Genevieve Hammond
The McHugh Family
Neil McKittrick
Sean McNamara
Kyle Melvin
Dan Messerli
Kimberlee Mineo
Michael Mooney
Edmund Moz & Celcia Shapiro
Laura Myers
James Nagle
Tom and Julie Nash
Neighborhood of Affordable Housing, Phil Giffee

Network for Good
Leah Okimoto
Virginia Ovegan
Emmanuel Owusu
Allen Palmer & Nancy Feingold-Palmer
Eve Paone
JJ St Pierre
Tara Plasstock
Arif Razvi
Janice Reagan & Wally Taylor
Dan Roberts
Jonathan Roberts
Steven Rodd
Lorna Rodio
Ruth Rollins
Andrea Roman & Thomas Gloria
Bryan Rosala
Franklin Ross
Suzan Rothschild
Terry Rushforth
Chris Ryerson
Jeffrey and Cheryl Sacks
Salesforce.com, Inc.
Jonathan Saina & Ruth Langer
Neil and Dorothy Scibelli
George Schnee & Clara Silverstein Schnee
Amy Seeherman & Leslie Brody
Loi and Larry Seller
Laura Sherman
Samuel Silverman
Marc Slender
Janet and Gilbert Slovin
Gary and Lynne Smith
Sarah Smith
Stacy Spirito
Scudder Stewart
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Foot Bridge
$249 - $100 (continued)
Neil and Denise Swidey
TIAA
Jimmy Tingle
Susan Tofias
Matthew Topper
Michael and Luanne Topper
Keith and Susan Tornheim
Miriam Tort
Ashley Trantaglia
Seth Turok
Felicia and Joel Vargas
Kelly Vest

Moshe and Ann Waldoks
Chris, Emilie, and Billie Wallace
Donald Wertlieb & Loree Beth Polinger
James and Margery Wieder
Jeffrey and Robyn Winik
Anki Wolf
Jeff Wulfson & Melissa Langa
YourCause LLC
Shari Zakim & Phil Yacouby
Stuart Zakim
Jack and Lydia Zakim
Margo & Mark Zelemyer